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INTRODUCTION

This year, the Library has begun a one-year pilot project to
allow faculty in the College of Architecture to do their own
online searching of indexes to the journal literature. As a
participant in this project you will have the control and
convenience of doing your own computerized literature searching
on an IBM XT located in the Architecture and Art Library. You
will have access to two major online services: DIALOG
Information Services and Research Libraries Information Network
(RLIN).

WHAT IS ONLINE SEARCHING?
Using printed indexes to identify bibliographic citations is a
familiar process to researchers. Citations can also be
identified by online searching, i.e., using a computer to search
a bibliographic database.

The search process starts with a question that is refined into a
search strategy. The online searcher then uses a computer to
connect to an online service. An online service provides access
to many databases. The databases are often computerized
versions of standard printed indexes such as the Arry Index to
Architectural Periodicals and ArtBibliographies Moaern.--ETCh--
online service-FargaqUi commands that are used to perform the
search strategy in a database. The result of the online search
is a list of references, or bibliographic citations, that answer
the searcher's question.

This packet of training materials has been designed to assist
you in learning the concepts and skills necessary to search
online systems effectively. It provides:

A comparison of traditional and online searching

* An introduction to the structure of bibliographic
databases

Techniques to design an effective search strategy

An introduction to online system commands

Procedures for using the computer to search

* Sample searches to practice
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1. WHY SEARCH ONLINE?

Convenience is undoubtedly a major factor in choosing to search
online. Searching indexes through a computer terminal located
close to your office is in most cases faster and easier than
using the printed equivalents that may be located across campus
in the Main Library. However, searching bibliographic databases
by computer is not free, and unless you're working with an
unlimited research budget, you'll need to learn to determine
which search topics can be searched most effectively by computer
and which databases are most likely to contain the most usable
information.

WHAT KINDS OF SEARCHES CAN BE DONE
MOST EFFECTIVELY ONLINE?
A computer search can help solve a number of research problems,
including the following:

A complex topic involving several concepts

New terminology that has not yet been adopted
by the indexes

Subjects seldom treated that may be listed under
a broader subject heading in a printed index.

Information in articles published too recently
to be included in printed indexes.

In order to determine if your topic is appropriate for a
computer search, it is important to consider the key concepts
within your subject carefully. The number of concepts invplved
or the distinctiveness of the terms are major factors in
deciding whether a computer search is appropriate. For example,
the subject of 19th-century wood churches in the American West
involves several concepts: church architecture, wooden
construction, 19th Century, and Western America. The computer
can quickly sort through hundreds of articles on church
architecture and pull out only those that mention wood
construction in the 19th Century United States.

Using the computer to find articles on church architecture in
general would be far less appropriate, since so much has been
written on the subject that it would be quite expensive to print
all of the citations that could be identified in a computer
search and since the single concept of church architecture can
be found easily in printed indexes. Single concepts or terms
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may be appropriate for computer searching if very little has
been written on the subject or if you are looking for a new term
that has not yet been picked up in the printed indexes. For
example, high-,1peed elevators is a distinctive single concept
that difficult to find in printed indexes, but easy to locate by
computer. Since the computer can search every word in an
article's title and abstract, as well as the assigned subject
terms, it is invaluable as a tool to identify articles using new
terminology.

WHICH DATABASES SHOULD YOU SEARCH?

If you have a topic appropriate for a computer search, you next
need to determine which of the hundreds of bibliographic
databases are most appropriate for your topic. Research in some
subject areas can be satisfied by using only one or two
databases, while other areas may require searching in many
different databases. Unfortunately, not all printed indexes
have online equivalents, so researchers in some fields may have
to rely completely on printed sources or use a combination of
printed and online indexes. Conversely, some databases are
available only online, so researchers interested in the
information indexed in those databases must rely completely on
computer searching.

When deciding on a database to search, it is important to check
the descriptive information, or documentation, available in the
Architecture and Art Library to determine the characteristics
listed below:

Subject matter and types of publications indexed

Dates of publications included

Whether there is a printed equivalent

Cost to search the database and any extra charges tc print
citations

Frequency of updating

(See Chapter 2 for more information on database documentation.)

These are some of the top onitn sources for information related
to the study and practice of architecture.

1. The Avery Index is the only available database devoted
entiFiTYto architecture literature. It contains
references to articles in journals received in the Avery
Library from January 1979 to the current date. Its
emphasis is to identify articles in the fields of
architectural design and history, not technical aspects of



building and construction engineering.

2. Compendex is the computer version of the Engineering Index
that provides access to many articles dealing with the
technical aspects of building and construction engineering.

3. ABI Inform and Management Contents are business databases
fEit can provide useful aiEraii-Un office design or
management issues pertinent to the running of architectural
firms.

4. Psychological Abstracts is a good source for articles on
psychological aspects of building or environmental design.

5. GPO Monthly Catalog can identify U.S. government documents
on arcm tectUFriM related areas.

A complete listing of the more than 200 databases currently
available, along with their scope of coverage, is available in
the Architecture and Art Library. For additional assistance in
choosing a database, feel free to contact Margaret Culbertson or
Lynn Sterba at 749-7551.
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2. PREPARING TO SEARCH
In order to develop an effective search strategy, you should
know:

The general structure of bibliographic databases

The use of Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT

What kind of documentation is available

DATABASE STRUCTURE
An online database is composed of RECORDS, each corresponding to
a bibliographic citation to one item (i.e., one journal
citation). Each part of the record - author, title, journal
name - is known as a FIELD. When formulating his/her search,
the searcher instructs the computer to search the author field,
title field, journal name field, etc.

The following example shows a citation with fields labeled from
both the print and online versions of ArtBibliograRhies Modern.

ArtBibliographies Modern
Citation from PrintViFiron

Journal Title

Author 3772 Threeindustrial towns by Mc
L M. Roth. Journal of the Society

Volume & (U.S.A.). vol. 38, pt. 4 (Dec. 1979).

Pages

rn, Mead and White.
Architectural Historians

. 317-47. 33 illus. bibliog.
Dat The mammal budding cOnomaiona given to MN firm of Arnwican archnects have

been least studied of NI Mei works. This moninetion of the wide range provided
by three of them - workers hoiden and mills at Roanoake Ronda. North Carolina,

Abstract Megan Fells, New York, and pubbc bulldogs at Naugatuck. Connection -
yetis :lie contest out of which they cons, the expenditures May entailed, and the
clients' motives with the aim of modilying Masada, annuclis towards dal 'Rob-
ber Beton' and defining more tubs dis achwvemem of McKim. Mead and Wiwi.
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ArtBibliographies Modern
Citation trom Online version

Titll 133772 Volume
Author THREE INDUSTRIAL TOWNS DY MCKIM, MEAD AND WHITE

ROTH. L. M.
Journal Title...-. JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTURAL HISTORIANS (U.S.A.), VOL. 38, PT.
Date Paces (DEC. 1,71). r. 317-47. 33 ILLUS. BIBLIOS.

Document Tempi JOURNAL ARTICLE
THE INDUSTRIAL BUILDING COMMISSIONS GIVEN TO THIS FIRM OF AMERICAN

Abstract ARCHITECTS HAVE BEEN LEAST STUDIED OF ALL THEIR WORKS. THIS EXAMINATION OF
THE VIDE RANGE PROVIDED BY THREE OF THEN - WORKERS HOUSING AND MILLS AT
ROANOAKE RAPIDS, NORTH CAROLINA, NIAGARA FALLS. NEW YORK, AND PUBLIC
BUILDINIS AT NAUGATUCK, CONNECTICUT - ANALYSES THE CONTEXT OUT OF WHICH
THEY CANE. THE EXPENDITURES THEY ENTAILED. AND THE CLIENTS' MOTIVES WITH
THE AIN OF MODIFYING PREVAILING ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE 'ROBBER BARON' AND

MORE FULLY THE ACHIEVEMENT OF MCKIM, MEAD AND WHITE.
Descriptors: TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (U.S.A.)

SEARCHABLE FIELDS

While the same fields appear in printed indexes, the online
record typically has a greater number of searchable fields than
its printed equivalent. In the following list of searchable
fields in ArtBibliographies Modern, note the additional
fields, or access points, searaiEle online, as compared with
the printed version of the same citation:

ArtBibliographies Modern ArtBibliographies Modern
Online

author author
subject subject descriptor

abstract
title
journal name
publication date

BASIC INDEX

The fields that have subject content are collectively known as
the Basic Index. Typically the Basic Index will include the
title, abstract, and subject descriptor fields. If you do not
specify which field is to be searched, all of the Basic Index
fields will be searched. The Basic Index fields can also be
searched individually by adding a two-letter suffix to the
search term (described in Chapter 4).

6
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ADDITIONAL INDEXES

All of the other fields, such as the author, the journal name,
the date of publication, etc., are collectively known as the
Additional Iadexes. The additional indexes can be searched by
adding a two-letter prefix to the search term (described in
Chapter 4).

In a printed index, you are limited to the access points made
available by the publisher, e.g., the subject index, author
index, keyword index, etc. Furthermore, in a printed index, you
may search only one field at a time, i.e., you mast choose
whether to search the subject index, author index, etc. In an
online database, however, virtually all the fields may be
searched, and you may combine searches of several fields into
one search. For example, you may search for articles on a topic
limited to a specific year, in a particular language, by a
particular author.

BOOLEAN OPERATORS
The computer sees your search as a series of terms, linked
together by the logical operators AND, OR, or NOT, taken
from a system known as Boolean logic. Boolean operators
allow you to combine two or more concepts in order to
retrieve bibliographic references on a topic.

Computer searching parallels to a large degree the process
involved in using a printed index. For example, consider
manually searching subject indexes for references to articles on
Louis Kahn's museum designs. First, the index heading "lKahn,
Louis" is located and then the entries listed under the heading
are scanned to find those which mention "museums." This process
reflects the fact that you are interested in documents that are
indexed with both the terms "Louis Kahn" and "museums."

AND

This same search can be accomplished by the use of search terms
and Boolean operators. To request the computer to go through
the same process, you would type into the online terminal a
search statement, sometimes referred to as a search strategy,
which combines the terms of interest with the Boolean operator
AND.

For Example: Louis Kahn AND museums
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This strategy instructs the computer to compare the set of
referee**, that are indexed with the term "Louis Kahn" wtth the
set of references that are indexed with the term "museums", and
to retrieve Mil those references that are indexed with both
terms. The TUTowing Venn Diagram illustrittes the resulting set
of references (shaded area):

UN IS QDIUNS

21

Just as in doing a annual search for a topic in a printed index,
alternate terse should also be considered. In computer
gearshift, a reference I. retrieved only if there is an exact
mateh between the terve in the search strategy and the terms
Cowed La the reference. Therefore if "galleries" is en
alternate tern for "mammas" in th; search, it should be
spesified in the search strategy. Alternate terms, sweeties's
called related terms, synonymous terms, or synonyms, are
combined in the strategy with the Soolean operator OR.

For !maple: easeume OR galleries

itu use a the 02 operator instructs the computer to retrieve
ceferenees that are indexed with ither term, as represented by
the Yens Diagram below.

ItS

A third Soolean operator can be helpful in computer searching.
The MOT operator Ls used to exclude references indexed with a
specific term. For example,"777511 were interested in Louis
Kahm osmium other than the Kimbell, the following strategy
sight be used:

Monis Cahn AND museums) NOT Kimbell

The Veen Diagram for this profile is shown below:

LOU tb

LDIBELL



A search strategy utilizing the AND, OR and NOT operators may
involve combinations of terms from any searchable field of the
bibliographic record, including the following:

DESCRIPTORS -- subject terms used by the particular database
you are searching. (When searching for descriptors, you
must label your term as a descriptor for the computer. For
example, in DIALOG you add /de after the term.)

KEYWORDS -- important words or phrases, including new
terminology or "buzz words" in your area of research.
Keywords should be used when you are unable to locate an
appropriate descriptor for your topic.

For example, in Artbibliographies Modern, it is nossible to
search for articles published in a particular journal. If you
were only interested in articles on Louis Kahn's museums
published in Architectural Review, you could use the search
strategy illustrated in the-TBITOwing Venn diagram:

LOUIS KAHN SUNS

rchitectural
Review

Your searching will be much more effective if you use subject
descriptors when they are available. Since the descriptors are
assigned by a person who has examined the article, descriptors
indicate fairly accurately what the article is actually about.
When you search for keywords, the computer simply looks for your
term in any title or abstract in the database. Keyword
searching can lead to lots of irrelevant citations, if your
keywords are not distinctive terms. For example, if you
searched a computer database for the keywords "computer" and
"architecture," you would find many articles on the internal
structure of computers, referred to as "computer architecture"
in the titles and abstracts.

Procedures for searching by descriptors or keywords may vary
from one database to another. Therefore, it is important to
consult the printed documentation provided by the database
vendor or producer before you begin to construct your search
strategy.

9



DOCUMENTATION
In addition to knowing general knowledge about the use of
Boolean operators, you will need to know specific information
about database structure and the databases that you will be
searching.

Documentation is information that tells you what is in a
database and how to manipulate the contents of the database to
get the results you want. You will find documentation availablo
both in printed form and as part of the ProSearch software.
Documentation can come from the online service (DIALOG, RLIN )
or from the database producer. Documentation is available in
the Architecture and Art Library.

DATABASE PRODUCER DOCUMENTATION

The primary type of documentation supplied by the database
producer is the thesaurus. A good thesaurus will tell you the
sUbject terms, or descriptors, to use when searching by subject
and when descriptors were adopted. It will give you a list of
related descriptors. A thesaurus can be one of the most
valuable tools available for preparing a search strategy.

A database that has a thesaurus is said to have a "controlled
vocabulary." That means that the indexers work'only with the
desriptors in the thesaurus when assigning subjects to the
descriptor field. When using a thesaurus, you often have a
large number of potential descriptors from which to choose.
What you choose will depend upon a number of factors, such as
whether you want everything on a subject, or only a few, highly
relevant articles. The thesaurus vocabulary may change over thi
years, requiring you to consider the time period to be covered
when choosing terms.

Some producers also send regular newsletters that offer helpful
searching hints. Producers may also supply search aids, which
may range from pamphlets to loose-leaf notebooks, which provide
such information as the list of journals indexed and techniques
for efficient searching.

ONLINE SERVICE DOCUMENTATION

Online service documentation usually consists of information
about the system (features common to all databases) as well as
information about the specific features of each database
available. The system information is available only in paper,
but much of the database-specific information on DIALOG files i
available on ProSearch by pressing the Data Sheet key (F7).
(See Chapter 5 for more information on the ProSearch software).

10
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The documentation for specific databases will list the types of
subjects covered, the types of materials included (journal
articles, reports, etc. ,) and the source of the content of the
file (who produces it). The documentation will also give a
sample record and a list of the fields in the record, including
the two-letter code to be used for searching specific fields.

1



3. WRITING THE SEARCH STRATEGY
A search strategy is a logical statement that tells the computer
which searching operations you wish to be performed. It employs
your knowledge of system commands along with Boolean connectors
and search terms to precisely define the course of action.

Use a worksheet (sample on page 15 of this section) to prepare
your search strategy. The worksheet will.include places to list
your concepts, along with synonyms and other words you plan to
use. It will prompt you to think of limiting the search by
date, by language, etc., depending upon what the documentation
for your database says is possible. You will want to write your
ideas on the worksheet.

Writing a search strategy involves the following steps:

1. Write down what ma want to know as specifically as
possible. TETI idyour searaitatement.

Is there any literature on the use of IBM PC's for
architectural computer-aided design?

2. Using the available documentation, decide which
database(s) might have the answer you are looking for.

Microcomputer Index

3. Identify the important concepts in your search
statement.

CONCEPT 1 CONCEPT 2
computer-aided design architecture

CONCEPT 3
IBM PC's

4. For each concept identified in step 3, list other words
or phrases that could be used to express the same idea
or an equally useful idea.

CONCEPT 1 CONCEPT CONCEPT 3
computer-aided design architecture IBM PC
CAD buildings IBM Personal

Computer
IBM PC

Compatible
IBM XT

The need for care when choosing the terminology that
best describes your topic cannot be overemphasized.
You should consult appropriate thesauri and searching

12



guides in your subject area. They will provide not
only synonyms but oftentimes will be useful in helping
you better define your search by suggesting alternate
terminology and searching codes specific to the
database you will be searching. A few of the more
useful ones are listed below:

Thesaurus Database

Microtips Microcomputer
Index

Subject Headings for Engineering Compendex
RILA Subject Headings RILA

5. Decide if the words can be searched in the Basic Index or
need to be limited to a specific field.

When you search a database, you may specify which
fields of the record are to be searched for each term.
You may also simply enter a term and not specify the
fields to be searched. When you fail to specify the
fields to be searched, the system will, by default,
search the Basic Index. Fields that are included tn
the Basic Index, as well as those included in the
Additional Indexes, are clearly labeled in examples
given.in the documentation for each database. Whether
you choose to limit your term(s) to a field will depend
upon how frequently the term might appear in the
database you have chosen to search. The more common
the term, the more likely you are to want to restrict
your search to the descriptor and/or title field(s).

6. Consider non-subject parameters that you may want to
include, such as limiting the search by date or by language.
Consult the documentation to see what is possible.

I want only articles from 1980 through 1985.

PY..1980:1985 <DIALOG>

7. Decide on the Boolean connectors to be used in linking the
terms you have chosen.

You now have four concepts: the original three and the
date. The synonyms listed for each of the original
concepts should be connected with OR; the concepts will
be connected with AND.

13
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8. Plan how you will alter the strategy if that becomes necessary
when online. Your search may retrieve too much or too little
information, or not retrieve what you had in mind. In such
cases you should be ready to add or delete words or concepts
as needed.

EXAMPLE: If you retrieve too much, you may want to leave
out the IBM PC compatible and XT and get only those
articles that mention the IBM PC.

EXAMPLE: If you retrieve too little, you may want to leave
out all of the specific computer terms and look for the use
of any microcomputer in architectural computer-aided
design.

Not all search strategies are equally complex or difficult. You
may, in working through the steps outlined above, quickly skip
some as inappropriate. Your strategy may be as simple as one
word or phrase, such as:

A single word or phrase from the Basic Index.

A single word or phrase from a specific field.

A single author's name.

When doing simple searches, however, it is important to choose a
term or phrase that will uniquely identify what you are seeking.
If one word or phrase is not adequate to indicate what you want,
it is time to consider including additional concepts.

The initial search strategy developed in this chapter is
illustrated on the sample worksheet on the following page.
Before this search can be executed, it must be translated into
comnands recognized by the online service.

14
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4. DIALOG SYSTEM COMMANDS

Each service has a unique set of commands. This chapter will
introduce you to DIALOG online system commands. At the end of
the chapter, you will find a complete search strategy worksheet
showing system dependent information.

Chapter 5 will take you step-by-step through the actual search
on DIALOG. Avery system commands are covered in Chapter 6.
Once you have experience on DIALOG, it will be easy to learn a
second system.

SELECTING A DATABASE

I
Each database on the DIALOG system is searched through a series
of commands that you enter at the terminal. In response to the
system prompt "?", you enter a command phrase telling the
comp.Ater what to do, and then press the RETURN key to send the

II
command to DIALOG. The system responds accordingly, following
the response with another prompt "?".

II

' Your first step is to select the database you want to search.
This is done by entering BEGIN or B (for short), along with the
file number of your database as found in the documentation.

I
For example, you woLld select Microcomputer Index (file number
233) by entering:

BEGIN 233

IOR

IIB 233

BEGIN may be used at anytime to change databases; however, it
IIalso erases all previously created sets.

ENTERING YOUR SEARCH STRATEGY

I
Records are retrieved by entering the SELECT STEPS command or SS
(for short), followed by terms in your search strategy
(descriptors, keywords, etc.). Search terms, in general, are

II

SELECTed individually rather than in multiword phrases, and are
related to one another through the OR, AND, or NOT Boolean
operators. Multiword phrases may be SELECTed by inserting a (W)
Ibetween all words in the phrase. The (W) connector tells the

16
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computer that you are looking for TERM A immediately followed by
TERM B. For example:

SS ARCHITECTURE (single word example)

SS COMPUTERMAIDED(W)DESIGN (multiword example)

Other multiword connectors are:
(F) This requires that each term appear anywhere in the
same field, e.g., ARCHITECTS(F)COMPUTERS.

(N) The NEAR connector functions like the (W) connector
except that they can be in any word order, e.g.,
PHILIP(N)JOHNSON would retrieve both PHILIP JOHNSON and
JOHNSON, PHILIP.

When using the (W) or (N) connectors it is possible to specify
the number of intervening words you would be willing to accept
in the phrase. This is done by placing an appropriate number to
the left of the CONNECTOR.

For example:
PHILIP(1W)JOHNSON would retrieve both PHILIP JOHNSON and
PHILIP CORTELYOU JOHNSON

CHURCH(2N)ARCHITECTURE would retrieve the term CHURCH
either next to or within one or two words of the term
ARCHITECTURE, in any order.

SEARCHING FIELDS OF THE RECORD

Unless you specify otherwise, items will be retrieved when the
terms you SELECT appear anywhere in the Basic Index of the
record. The typical Basic Index fields in the bibliographic
record are title, abstract, and subject descriptor. For these
Basic Index fields, an abbrieviated code (e.g., TI for Title)
may be used in the SELECT statement to restrict retrieval to
only that part of the record. The code follows the term, with
a slash in between, as though it were a suffix:

SS ARCHITECTS/TI
SS ARCHITECTS/TI,AB

SS ARCHITECTS(F)COMPUTERS/TI

SS COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN/DE

(searches only the title field)
(searches both titles
and abstracts)

(searches for the terms
ARCHITECTS and COMPUTERS
anywhere in the title)

(searches for the phrase
in the descriptor field)

Notice that multiword connectors such as (W) are not necessary
when searching a phrase in the descriptor field. The computer

17
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I
treats a multiword descriptor as if it were a single search

I
term.

Other fields are known as Additional Indexes and require the use

II

of a prefix before search terms; thus their field restriction is
automatic. Some typical Additional Index fields are author,
journal name, and publication year. Some common examples of
additional prefix fields are noted below.

IIFIELD PREFIX EXAMPLE

II

AUTHOR AU
PUBLICATION YEAR

ER

PY
AU...BROWN, JOHN
PY..11983

LANGUAGE LA LAisFRENCH

IIWhen dealing with suffix or prefix codes, you should consult
avaiiable documentation to find the correct entry format e.g.,
the data sheet display screens.

I

I COMBINING TERMS WITH SET NUMBERS

I
Once you have entered your search terms or phrases, DIALOG
responds with the posting (number of bibliographic record
matches), along with an assigned SET NUMBER.

II
Every time one or more search terms are SELECTED, they are put
into numbered sets for you to use. Once a set number is formed,
it may be used as if it were a search term itself. When using

II

set numbers in a SELECT statement be sure to place an S in front
of its number, as shown below:

II

(What the searcher has actually entered at the terminal is
indicated by UNDERLINING:)

SET ITEMS DESCRIPTION

Il? SS COMPUTERMAIDED(W)DESIGN

sl
s2

15348
179

COMPUTER
AIDED

s3 1343 DESIGN
s4 126 COMPUTER(W)AIDED(W)DESIGN

? SS ARCHITECTURE OR BUILDING

II
s5 123

257
ARCHITECTURE

s6 BUILDING
87 374 ARCHITECTURE OR BUILDING

11

18
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SS s4 and s7

126 s4
374 s7

s8 4 s4 and s7

Set numbers can also be selected and combined with any other
search term to further refine your search as illustrated below:

? SS S8 and JN=COMPUTER GRAPHICS WORLD

4 58
s13 9 JN=COMPUTER GRAPHICS WORLD
s14 1 s8 and JN=COMPUTER GRAPHICS WORLD

TRUNCATION OF TERMS
Truncation tells the computer to permit variation in word length
or wpelling. A question mark is used to truncate the root of
the term.

To permit any number of letters after the root, use a single
question mark:

? SS ARCHITECTUR?
? SS COMPUTER?
? SS PY=198?

To permit a specified number of characters after the root, use
the question mark in succession:

? SS CAT? ?

? SS CHERR???

zero or one charactor permitted
(The space is essential here to show
only cne additional character
following stem -- i.e.,
CAT or CATS retrieved here.)

number of ? entered indicates maximum
number of additional characters
following stem (CHERRY or
CHERRIES retrieved here.)

To permit any single character inside a term to vary, replace it
with a question mark:

? SS wom?n (WOMEN or WOMAN retrieved here.)



AUTHOR SEARCHING
When doing an author search it is a good idea to EXPAND the name
online during your search session. The EXPAND command lets you
easily identify the exact way your author's name is listed in
the file that you are searching (for example, whether initials
are used instead of complete spelling of first names).

To do an expand, type EXPAND AU.. plus the stem of the author's
name you wish to expand (e.g., EXPAND AUIELOKHANDW). You don't
need to use the truncation symbol because truncation is implied
whenever you use the EXPAND command.

If the name is a common one, you should narrow it down by
including one or more initials (e.g., EXPAND Smith, N.).
Consult the data sheets to see if commas are used after the last
name.

Once you have EXPANDED and looked at the list to determine the
author you want, merely SELECT the E number as you would any set
number. For example, if you are looking for articles by Nila
Banton Smith:

? EXPAND AU..SMITH N

Index-termRef Items

El 1 AD.SMITH, MILA BANTON
E2
E3
E4

1

1

AD.SMITH,
*AUIESMITH,
AU..SMITH,

N. H. P.
N
NICK L.

E5 20 AUIESMITH, NILA BANTON
E6 18 AU..SMITH, O. DALE
El 12 AUIESMITH, PATRICIA

? SS E5
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PRINTING IfC)tilli FMNAJL:r11

Ones you have refined your search and you know which set you
waat to retrieve, you have options of either viewing them at the
termiaal or having thee printed in DIALOG's ofcice offline to be
slat via ths mail. Both ways require that you specify set
number, format, and a group of records to be printed or
4tswod:

TO DISPLAY ONLINE: TO PRINT OFFLINE:

TTA retristes PUNT 8/3/1-12 LLIII-2111144

IOU

Mhos you enter a PUNT or Mt command, the first number
specifies ths set from which records are to be printed; the
soloed member specifies the format; the third number specifies
how may r000rds are to be printed (see example above). You
will automatically see ths rscord(s) most recently entered into
ths database.

**non ON FORMAT**

A database mmy offer up to nine different formats for you to
choose. The formats allowed in each bibliographic detabase are
listed La the appropriate DIALOG documentation. The more common
ones are listed below:

FORMAT CONTENT

2 Complete record except abstract
3 Bibliographic Citation
S Complete Record
6 Accession number + title
7 Bibliographic citation + abstract
4 Accession 0, title, + indexing

LOGGING OFF MIMI
To discompose from DIALOG type LOGOFT HOLD. By including the
word BOLD, DIALOG saves your search strategy for 10 minutes. If
you log bedk on daring that tine period, DIALOG automatically
places you where you left off. This is very handy when you need
to logoff to check some terminology or refine your search

21



strategy. You can quickly get back to where you were without
losing any of your previously created search.

22
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5. EXECUTING THE SEARCH
In previous sections you learned how to prepare for an online
'search, how to construct a basic search strategy, and how to
translate your search strategy into commands recognized by the
online system. In this section, you will learn how to access
the online system and actually perform the search. You should
be sitting at the computer for some hands-on practice.

The communications software that you will be using to access the
online systems is called ProSearch. ProSearch will allow you to
choose an online system and construct an initial search
strategy. ProSearch will dial the phone and perform the logon
procedures for the system you have selected. You can then
review the results of your initial search strategy and modify
the search if necessary.

SAMPLE SEARCH

1. TURN ON THE COMPUTER

a. First turn on the computer and the monitor. Flip up
the orange switch on the right side of the computer. Turn the
top knob on the monitor to the right.

b. Type today's date (month-day-year) and press ENTER
(4,1). Type the current time (hours:minutes) and press ENTER.
Time is entered on a 24-hour clock. For example, 3:00 p.m. is
15:00.

c. When you see the "Ce\prosrch>" prompt, type "oro n" and
press ENTER. (If the prompt is something else, first enter
"cd\prosrch" to get the "c:\prosrch>" prompt.)

d. This ProSearch title screen will appear briefly:

as TM
In ER UM =I

111 am UM sem ma Est gm
IIS Ns NIN mil ow NIN NM NM am Nem mom EN
Est UM as NM NM RN ow ow NM EN

Est me NM as elm no UM 111 NM as in so in in

at MI in in NM Oil

1.11

Copyright(c) Menlo Corporation 1984, 1985
4633 Old Ironsides, Suits 400, Santa Clara, California 95054

MENLO CORPORATION

Press N for Native Mode I Press N for Nigh Level

Version 1.01
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2. CHOOSE AN ONLINE SERVICE

a. The Online Services Directory will appear after the
ProSearch title screen:

IRSService, Name

Online Services Directory

Type-Ahead

(Automatic Logon Supported)
DIALOG (Automatic Logon Supported)
DIALOG 2 (Automatic Logon Supported)
CAS Online via Telenet
RLIN

Yes
yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

To select service, use the cursor movement keys to move the desired service
under the highlight bar, then press -J. To delete, changes or add a service,
press the Commend key (F9) and select the appropriate command.

'mml Phonew OfflineSuffer- 0% Full

b. Scroll through the list of online services by pressing
the arrow keys ( , i ). Press ENTER when DIALOG 2 is
highlighted. Next you will see a blue screen with a black line
near the bottom.

3. SAVE YOUR SEARCH /N A DISK FILE

a. Press the Disk Key (F7) on the
keyboard to begin saving your search on
see a list of files on the screen. You
list by using the arrow keys ( i , 4 ).

b. For the file name, type the first six letters of your
last name plus a number and press ENTER. For instance, if Smith
already has three searches in the list (SMITH1, SMITH 2, and
SMITH3), he would type SMITH4. After pressing ENTER, you will
see the blue screen with the black line near the bottom.

left side of the
a disk file. You will
can scroll through the

-DIALOG 2 File 201

ISelect the desired file using the cursor movement keys or type a file name
then press -J. Press the command key. F9. to change the directory, print
a file, view file or erase a file.

Type -ahead

Retrieve File Mole Date Time Size

Cs

Name Smith4 ROSER2 12/04/85 09104 AM 3341
SMITN1 12/07/85 10145 AM 1554
slime 12/A0/85 09,16 AM 3853
SMITN3 12,10/85 02102 PM 2233

Buffers' 0% Full 1 I I

. . . 25 31

I Phonew Offline



4. ENTER THE INITIAL SEARCH STRATEGY

a. Type the initial search strategy for the "architectural
computer-aided design" search that was developed in Chapter 3.
The following example shows how the search strategy is
translated into DIALOG system commands.

ba33
ss computer sided design/de or cad

arChitecture/de or building?
s ibm pc/de or ibm prsonal computer/de or ibm pc compatibl/d or Om xt/d

1

Buffer 0% Full II DisksaB% Full Phones Offline

Notice that the first command is "b 233" to choose File 233,
Microcomputer Index.

b. The strategy can be revised or edited.
control keys to move the cursor to the line you
Make the change and press ENTER. The following
be used to make changes at the cursor position.
editing commands require that you hold down the
to "A") while pressing the letter key.

DEL - Delete character at the cursor.

Use the cursor
want to edit.
editing keys can
Some of the

CTRL key (next

Bksp - (above Enter key) Delete character to the left
of the cursor.

Ctrl-T - Delete word to the right of the cursor.

CTRL-N - Insert a carriage return at cursor. (Use to
insert a blank line.)

Ins - (lower right of keyboard) Enter insert mode
to insert new characters within a line without
typing over old characters. Press "Ins"
again to leave insert mode.

5. CONNECT TO DIALOG

a. Press the Phone key (F5) to log on (connect) to the
DIALOG system. ProSearch will dial the phone and perform the
logon procedure. You will be prompted for a password if it has
not been preprogrammed.

NOTE: THE COST METER IS NOW RUNNING AND WILL BE UNTIL
YOU LOGOFf.



b. Your initial search strategy will be automatically
executed.

File 233,MICROCOMPUTER INDEX - 81-86/3AN
(Copre 1985 Database Services Inc.)

Set Items Descrlotion

7 ss computer aided design/de or cad

81 136 COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN/DE
se 73 CAD
93 147 COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN/DE OR CAD

7 ss architecture/de or building?

54 47 ARCHITECTURE/DE
S5 285 BUILDING?
S6 327 ARCHITECTURE/DE OR BUILDING?

? ss ibm pc/de or ibm personal computer/de or ibm pc compatible/de or ibm nt/de

97 2 IBM PC/DE

11

88 4355 IBm PERSONAL COMPUTER/DE
$9 990 IBM PC COMPATIBLE/DE

SIO 0 IBM XT/DE
811 4857 IBM PC/DE OR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER/DE OR IBM PC

6. COMPLETE THE SEARCH STRATEGY

11
NOTE: Commands should be entered following the system
prompt "7".

IIa. Enter system commands to search additional terms if
necessary and to combine sets. When you have created a set

II

containing the desired citations, use the system commands to
either display the citations online or to have the citations
printed offline and mailed.

? ss s3 and s6 and 811

139 83
306 116

I/

1:).1/1_2461 911AND 86 AND Sll

12/7/1
101874 85C808-006

One-stop space planning
Anon
Computer Graphics World, Feb 1985. v8 ne p84 -85. 2 Pages ISBNs cle71 -4159
Discusses the use of PC-based CAD system by Warehouse Interior

I/

Improvement Construction, Inc. IMIICI). an interior design firm. Says they
use CADPLAN from Personal CAD Systems Inc. Mentions that it is for use with
IBM PCs or compatibles. Includes three photos.

12/7/R

11

oeowto 9403133
CAD system for rchitects runs on micros. costs $1200
Shea. Tom
InfoWorld, Jan 23 1984, v6 n4 p54. 1 page ISSNe 0199-6649
Describes CADPLAN, program that creates two dimensional drawings for

II

the IBM Personal Computer or the Eagle line of personal computers. Says it
will automate the repetition of drawing and labeling symbols on blueprints
and scale drawings.

II
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7. DISCONNECT FROM DIALOG

a. When your search is complete, enter the DIALOG command
for logging off, which is LOGOFF HOLD. The HOLD allows you to
log back on within 10 minutes and continue the same search.
After 10 minutes, your search strategy and the sets created will
no longer be in the DIALOG system.

logoff hold

201anee 11340235 User098187
$0.63 0.014 Hrs FilvE33

$0.30 2 Types in Format 7
$0.30 8 Types
$0.14 Telenet
$1.07 Estimated cast this file
$1.29 Estimated total session cast 0.021 Hrs.

...ogeffs level 7.10.9 11340135

The logoff message will include a logoff time and a cost
estimate for the search session. This information will be used
to fill out the logbook.

3. PRINT THE SEARCH

a. After the search session, which may include logging on
and off several times, press the Disk key (F7). This will close
the file you have created.

b. To print the file, first turn the printer on. The
power switch is on the right, toward the back. The green ready
light should be on. If not, press the "online" button.

c. Press the Disk key (F7). Use the arrow keys to
highlight the file that you wish to print and press the Command
key (F9).

d. Select the print command by pressing the letter "P".
Your search session, including the search strategy, the
citations you displayed, and the logoff messages will be
printed.

e. When printing is complete, press the Command key (F9)
and then press "E" to exit the ProSearch program.



GENERAL FEATURES OF PROSEARCH
As you can see from this practice search, the ProSearch program
is easy to use. Following is a summary of the general features
that you should understand as you use ProSearch.

FREQUENTLY USED KEYS

Keys that are used frequently in Prosearch include:

ENTER (4-1) - Pressed to enter a command.

ESCAPE (ESC) - Used to cancel a command or to
back up one program step.

CURSOR MOVEMENT KEYS:

ARROW KEYS - Move the cursor or highlight bar
one position.

HOME - Move to the beginning of a list.

END - Move to the end of a list.

PgUp - Move up several items in a list.

PgDn - Move down several items in a list.

FUNCTION KEYS

ProSearch also makes use of the function keys on the left side
of the keyboard.

HELP (F1) - Press this key at any time to display
information about the screen you are on or the command you have
selected.

BREAK (F2) - Sends a break to an online system. Used to
stop the system from processing a command or to stop displaying
a list of citations.

PRONE (F5) - Used to connect or disconnect from an online
system.

DATA SHEET (F6) - Used to display information about a
database such as fields available for searching.. You will be
prompted for a Dialog file number.
(Data not available for Avery.)
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file.
DISK (F7) - Used to begin or stop saving a search in a disk

PRINTER (F8) - Used to begin or stop printing the search as
it is run.

COMMAND (F9) - Press at any time to enter the command mode
and to display menu of available commands.

COMMAND WINDOW

When the Command key (F9) is pressed, a list of available
commands will be displayed near the bottom of the screen. A
command can be selected by pressing the letter that is
capitalized in the desired command.

Ibuffer Print, buffer &IWO, chaNgeo service. Hi h level. Type-ahead. eMulation,
sesslon. Clear, Exit
Print records stored in the buffer.

Suffern 0% Full I Diskn27% Full 1 II
Phonen Offline

STATUS LINE

The status line at the bottom of the screen shows the condition
of various program features, such as whether the search is being
simultaneously printed, whether the search is being saved in a
disk file, and the status of the phone connection.

Suffern 0% Full I Diskn27% Full I Printer 1 1 Phonon Offline 1

**IMPORTANT STATUS NOTES**

When the "Disk in A Full" message
being safely saved in a file.

When the "Phone Online" message
connected to an online system and

is displayed, your search is

is displayed, you are
being charged connect costs.
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6. SEARCHING AVERY ONLINE

COMMANDS

The two main commands available in Avery are F1Nd and DISplay.

II

(Either the full command or the first three letters may be
entered.) The FINd command must be the first word in any search
strategy. The DISplay command is used to request that the
IIsearch results be displayed on the screen.

INDEXES

II
With the FIND command, you may search the following indexes on
Avery:

IINAME DESCRIPTION

PN personal name

11

PE
CP

personal name exact
corporate name phrase

CW corporate name word
TP title phrase

II
TW
JP

title word
journal title phrase

SP subject phrase
IISW subject word

Notice that in the corporate name, title, and subject indexes

II

you have the choice of searching by word or phrase. If you
search by phrase, you must enter the phrase in correct word
order from the beginning of the corporate name, title, or
subject phrase. It is important to truncate your phrase with

II
the "#" character if you are not sure of the complete phrase.
Searching by word allows you to look for occurrences of up to
three words anywhere and in any order within a corporate name,
IItitle, or subject phrase.

SEARCH STRATEGY
The simplest form of search strategy in Avery requests that only
one term in one index be searched.

Example: FIN SW LEDOUX

The example above would produce a search result consisting of
all records that have the word Ledoux in their subject fields.
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You may also search more than one index or word by using the
Boolean connectors AND, OR, or NOT.

Example: FIN SW LEDOUX AND JP HARVARD ARCHITECTURE REVIEW

This would produce a seardh result of all records that have the
word Ledoux in their subject fields that also were published in
the Harvard Architecture Review.

Since you cannot create and combine sets or nest commands in
parentheses as you do in DIALOG, the only way to perform a
relatively complex search is through additional qualifying
statements. For example, if you wanted Zo find as many records
as possible on churches of wood or frame construction, you would
first need to search for all of the possible title or subject
words that might be used for the concept of wood construction.
(Truncate the word wood with the 4" character to catch
instances of both wood and wooden.)

FIN TW WOOD# OR TW FRAME OR SW WOOD#

The results of this search can then be modified by a second
command beginning with the AND connector. (Truncate church to
catch both the singular and plural forms of the word.)

AND SW CHURCHO

RECORD FORMATS
After identifying the number of records on your subject through
your search strategy, you can request that the records be
displayed in one of two formats.

1. MUL - This is a multiple record display that provides
article title, journal title, month and year for up to
seven records at a time.

1) VICTORIAN BUNGALOW, CHICAGO. "Chicago architectural Journal" 1985.
CNYCA86-V4408] AB C43

e) THE AMERICAN BUNGALOWs "Landmarks observer" 1985 July-Aug.
INYCA86-V3987] AB Lee9

'3) LOWLY BUNGALOW NO LONGER LOWLY. "Albany preservation report" 1c#85 Autumn.
CNYCA86-V3399] AA735 All A147

4) OF LIGHT AND NATURE.. A VINTAGE '40S BUNGALOW.. "Interior design" 1985 Aug.
CNYCA85-V1e816] AB In83

If you are reviewing a large set of records in the MUL
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format, you must enter the "+" character to move from
screen to screen. If your strategy locates fewer than
seven records, they will be automatically displayed in
the Mul format.

2. LON - This is a card-like display that provides the
full bibliographic citation and the assigned subject
headings for the record.

Of light nd nature... vintage '40s bungalow....

Architect: James F. Armstrong. Intrior designer: Holmes Newman.
"Interior design" 1985 Aug., v.56, no.8p p.C188-1873, photos., plan. ISSN

0080-5508

1. BungalowsAlteration and additions--United StatesCoconut Grove
(Florida) C. Newman, Holmes 3. Armstrong, James F.

CALL: AB In83

ID: NYCA85-V18816 UD: 10-04-85 CP: mau L: eng
:+87 logoff

If your search strategy identifies a single record, it
will automatically be displayed in the LON format.

LOGGING ON TO AVERY
Logging on to search Avery takes a few more steps than logging
on to DIALOG.

1. Turn on the computer following step 1 on page 24.

2. After reaching the "Online Services Directory" screen,
highlight RLIN with the arrow key and press ENTER. You will
then see a blank blue screen.

3. Press the Disk key (F7) to begin downloading your search to
a disk file. Enter your file name as described in step 3,
p.25.

4. You cannot eater your search strategy for Avery when you are
offline, so at this point, press the Phone key (F5).
ProSearch will automatically start the logon procedure.

5. When you are asked to "enter class", type "05" and press
ENTER.

6. You will next be asked to give the account. Enter "0.c60"
and press ENTER.

7. You will then be asked for the password. Enter the password
and press ENTER.
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8. When the word "Command" appears on the screen, enter the
words "cal rlin (ave)" and press ENTER.

9. News and announcements about the system will then scroll
onto the screen. Finally you will be given the prompt ":+?"
and you can begin to enter your 'search strategy.

10. To leave the system, type LOGOFF and press ENTER.

11. Use the elapsed time given at the end of the search when
filling out the logbook.

34
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7. PRACTICE SEARCHES

The topics below are provided to give you a chance to
practice searching online. These topics illustrate some
of the common types of online searches.

This appendix includes completed search strategy worksheets
and annotated printouts of actual searches for each of the
topics.

1. TOPIC: Use the GPO Monthly Catalog to see if le
government has published any documents -4t the
preservation of metals in historic Wildings.

2. TOPIC: find articles on architecture in Galveston using
two databases America: History 6 Life, and
ArtSibliographies Modern. Print the first five
citations from each file and compare the types
of articles that you find.

3. TOPIC: Paul Venable Turner published an article on
Frank Lloyd Wright and L. Corbusier in the
qvznal of t Soçi.tv 9f 4rchitectural

Ustorians. Use Avery Online to find ehe date,
re, and title of the article.

4. TOPIC: Use Avery Online to find articles on the
De Mena Wseum by Ream) Piano.

5. TOPIC: Use Avery Online to find articles written on
architecture in Galveston. (Hint: Don't use
the subject word "architecture," since the
entire database deals with architecture.)
Compare the citations with those you found
in Sample &ameba.
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I.

PRACTICE SEARCH #1

TOPIC: Use the GPO Monthly Catalog to see if the
government has published any documents on
the preservation of metals in historic
buildings.

Smilibammum

Iblems Miro ASKS rotaiiIPTULY MLA. IRA

SOWN STRATIOY WORKSHEET

0

0

V

I. asseepts

Nom itt c nu I LIN 465
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eUst.01 NI 0 ?

NaloWlams Mae
uyeNemy

WieWlior Type

amber endans alpetee 0-5

Tame al dadane cortt.wr
OEMs&
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PRACTICE SEARCH

BEGIN in File 66,
the GPO Monthly
Catalog.

SELECT two of the major
concepts and combine
them with AND.

SELECT the terms for
the third concept using
OR and combine them
with the first two con-
cepts using AND.

qD TYPE the one record in
Set 6 using Format 7,
bibliographic citation
and abstract.

GJ LOGOFF HOLD to end the
search.

Set :tem Description

T 666

88a4,86 16686682 U*0.098167
10.08 0.001 Hre Piloe7
60.09 gtieeted total session cost 0.001 mfg.

P ile 66.11,0 MONTHLY CATALOS - JUL 1,76

Set :tome Doeeription

TO APR 1986

T es preservation end metal?

S I 453 PORSIDIVATION
88 171$ OCTAL?
2 5 POSSERVATION ohe REM/

se 62 end fhleterIc or InsildinetO

116

85
16

t 6/7/1

8808
1

82
HIM:11C
SUILDINST
82 ARD (HISTORIC OR SUILDINGTO

6/7/1
0181102 I 70.8M 26
Resale in Amereceo nsotaric building. o use. and prosorvotion trootamits
Gavle. Msr55t.1 Look. David 11.1 waste. Jhn O.
Corporat Sources Unitee States. Heritage Consrvation and Rocreatowl

Service. Teehnical Preservation Servics Division.
Washington. D.C.T3 e U.S. Dept. of the Interior. Heritage Consorvotsen

and RecreatIn Service. Technieol Preservation Service. o for sale ev the
S uet. f Dees.. U.S. S.P.O.. 1980. v. 170 p. o ISO t8 ca.

Ru611 Date(sOt 1980
LCO-Ni op 81008667
LC Call No., NA2160.1167 Dewey Call No.1 721/.0467
Deseriptersi n ttttt Is touildingeUnotod Conservation arc

roe ttttt ion: Arehotes1.ro3 aetol-vori -Conservation one rostaroltoo.,1

Architcturl eetalverk -Doter tttttt on
lopeff held

S1.arS6 16.86se1 User051187
$0.86 0.007 Mrs Pile66

10.00 1 Types in Parsee 7
00.00 1 Types
03.07 Unfree
60.21 [stied/tee cost this file
*0.40 Satioated total seesion cast

Ladoffs level 7.10.10 16.26,18
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PRACTICE SEARCH #2

TOPIC: Find articles on architecture in Galveston using
two databases - America: History and Life, and
ArtBibliographies Modern. Print the first five
citations from each file and compare the types
of articles that you find.

SEARCH STRATEGY WORKSHEET

South Stotanit ARmisTECTURS 11.1 ITOM
ligalmelhearmi

Key Coacepts

.... :

PI LI 56

Gmv eSTo r4 &RCM resew ma
BUILD, t4 A ?

,

111616:01cas Dar?

tanfors?
Publicatica lypes?

Number citattar eqsacted? 5-10

Tcon of citation.? Fon pAiki 3 eel-
Offline?
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PRACTICE SEARCH #2

( BEGIN in File 38,
Amarica: History and
Life.

SELECT the terms using
OR to combine synonyms
and AND to combine
concepts.

GD TYPE the three records CD
in set 4 using Format 5,
the full record.

$et :tees Osseristion

b iS

07epreb I5H.1,111 User0,21127
110.1E 0.0011 Mr* Filel
00.03 Eialnet
110.IS Estimate, cost this file
ee.l Estimated total session cost 0.006 hrs.

File 38e0MIMIChe HISTENV S. LIFE 62-SIWISSISC2
(Goer. ADC Clio :no.)

Set Items Description

es galvesten nd (arshitecturt or building?)

Is
sa

ip

St GOLVESTEN
2112 ARCHITECTUR,
3227 SUILDINST

7 GALVESTON MND (AIRCHITECTURY OR BUILDING?)

'1 type 4,5/1-3

/5/1

5539O0 ISA041,9*
TWO KANSAS AND NEOSHO VALLEY 1tAILROADe Men CITY'S DRIVE FOR TWO OJLF.
Miner. H Crete

f the West le7S 171ate
Document Types ARTICLE
Tho Kamm' Neese* Valley Railroad NONNI was incoreeratee ift MarCh 1045

w it% the *Neat of Connecting Kansas City (Kansas) with Galveston t
and Gulf :Wrier. With the backing of Jes F. Joy. president f the
Chisaso. barliallen&Oulloley the KILMN oataina cOrapraaatorial aeliroval for

faiaral land grant. Jey delayed transferring meowed funds for
construction. and wing I financial difficulties. the railroad built nly
as far as the Kansas line. eased on Kansa. City records in Native
S ens Celleetion. Kansas City Public Llbrary1 Oecuments f KiNv in St.
LeulsSon Frontlet. Railway. Frtete Swilling, St. Louis. nisseurs1 James F.
Joy Papers. Entreat Public Library1 Oleos. 2 saps. 17 notes. (S. S.

Porter 1
Descriptors, Railroads 1 Kansas -tKaneas City) 1 Land grant. 1 NUS -11110:

1 Kansas 1. Neosho Valley Railroad 1 Joy. lame, F
Historical Period, IWO 11101M1

1512

WM, 1614.02281

Reece. nmy MOOCO, Ray.
Am. Preservation 1S17 I(1), 4225.
Deausarit Type. ARTICLE
Galveston. Testae. prosperous seaport during 11140-1,00. i city f

d istingeished and opulent Victorian rchitecture. One its notable
neighborhoods is the East End %hien was llowed to deters during
1,1060. Since IOW. the Bast End has been f f concern for
Proservationiets. The Galveston Historical Foundation OucCo011ed in
establishing the last End Historical Distract in PIM. Lea by c 's
governing panel, the Bast End His CCCCCCC District Beard. resieents ars
restoring Masi end new epirtt f emsesnity pride is evident. With rising
prices and feaftionnbiIity, have come Measles ever aesthetics. increased
density. new construction. end the lasalacamont of low-income residents
w hich the board is working Is resolve. l onsets. (S. C. Strom )

Descriptors@ Telma -(ealvesten) 1 1972197, 1 Preservation 1

architecture. victoria% 1 Heighbornemnis I last Eng Historical Die ttttt
Historical Periods le700 11POCH

11WASS 00*-0063S
THE CUSTOM NOUSE. SALVUTON. TEXAS. 12127-11141. SY SURNNA11 YOUNG.
Wedehouse. Lawrence

f the Soc. f Architectural Historians PHA 25(1), 64-67.
An ancount of the building ef the Galveston Custom Nouse, including the

rltions of the Treasury Department with the ttttt actors. Documented.
illus. tn. McIntyre /
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cD BEGIN in File 56,
ArtBibliographies Modern.

0 SELECT the terms using
OR to combine synonyms
and AND to combine
concepts.

0 TYPE the first five
records in Set 4 using
Format 5, the full
records.
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7 I Se
076096 111.611.6" User092197

1.06 0.016 mrs 1410311
60.00 3 TywAl Is I/west 5

60.00 3 Types
60.00 0161661
1.13 estkostsd gst MI6 Ill
1.311 aetIsetel t l eareeIn gees 0.0aO ure.

FIls 56/ART MODERN 1676 TWAY DEC 11NIG
tOwtr. AOC C11 DA./

Set ttiss DestrIptin

ss "Alvesten And tseth1166turT or buslAingT1

PtegessIA0
SI
SS SASS
113 4333
SA

I we */11/15

WW1

S ALVISTON
ARCHITACTURT
D UILDINST
S AM/ASTON AND IARCHITACTURT OP BUILDING?)

1501611
OLD CRAFT NITA WA CHIC
1010ERICOI. S.
ARCHITICTUNAL ACCORD (U.S.A./.

ILLUS. PLAN.
OsswAsAl Ty1100 JOURNAL ANTICLE
TAFT ARCH:TUTS' RENOVATION OF SO 'PRINS'S BUILDINS. GALVESTON. TEXAS.

OMAN= NAAS. INVOLVED ASPLACINS ALL INTERIOR PARTITIONS AND CONNACTINS
NOW APARTMENTS UPSTAIRS WITA A SKYLISHTED CORRIDOR PARALLEL TO THIR STREET
FACADE. SO ARCHITECTS MAW AXTENSIVIR USE OF STENCIL IN THS INTERIOR. A
S TENCILLSD SOMA ON A POLISWO W000 PLOOR =ATVS A PROCESSIONAL IhAv TO A
PAIR OF PLATS AT SO IND OP SO CORRIDOR. THS APARTMONTS INSIDA CLEARLY
Issavartss Dv memo ramie AWN TNE 0001111. AND SIMILAR STENCILS ON A
swum SCALE MARK WIWI= MST:SUM THAT FLANK PLANTED AND WINOOMAD
swamis.

o neertpuores ampavsevums (U.S.A./

VOL. 171 MAT. 1,113 It». P. 166-5. 4

4/5/1
166155
TEXAS INTERIORS/ AN OVIRVIOU. PLUS sum. MINNINS D(SIONS
PULLER. L. P.
TEXAS ARCHITECT (U.S.A./. VOL. 33. PT. I tJAN.-MED. 1643). P. 36-69. 53

ILLUS.
066HAAAt T.000 301.1141. ARTICLE
A SURVEY OF VARIOUS ASPECTS OF INTERIOR DEMON AS RAPLECTIED IN TEXAS

PROJACTS. INCLUDING TN, PROFITABILITY OF INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE COMMISSIONS
SIRIUS BASIC ARCATTECTUR", Twig caapospassms-samess APPROACH. nisramss ST
SO FURNITURE INOUSTRY TO am TECNNOLOOVES. SO OPIN PLAN APPAOACA. AND

STVLOATIC TRENDS. FIRMS AND WINNINS DAMNS INCLUDE, GULF STATUS
uvm:rtss smarm airless. INIGAMONT. DV NORRIS/AUSAv ARCHITECTS/ POLO
S HOP. DALLAS. DV SOZER ARSOCIATESI CONDOMINIUM IN GREENWAV PLAZA
HOUSTON. DV SOLOMON AND ROLFE/ ASPOOLIC DANA POST OAS. HOUSTON. Iv
LOCKNOOD. MOGEN@ AND NINNAM; COCA.COLA TOCHNICAL CENTER. ATLANTA. SORMA,
D V PIERCE 1100011IN ALVIN/040 sumac MRAT 1:0107eaV alaNalaCHAND ...RAMMING
FACILITY. PORT WORTH. SY PIERCE GOODWIN ALIEDANDERI ARNOLD. WHITE ANO sumacs
LAW OFFICES. HOUSTON, DV ODOM AND ASSOCIATESI MAR ANO PIETTOLITS LAW
OFFICES, HOUSTON SY CLOVIS HSINSATH ASSOCIATES. WINTLETRAP RESTAURANT.
SALMI:STOPS. SY O. POWELL AND CARSON; NERITAAA CLUB. HOUSTON. Iv LLOYD
MSS SRAMER; SALADARI "KURIA. MAI. U.A.S.. ST 3D/INTERNATIONNL.
O 6061.10Ar0 AI/ORION WENN tU.S.A./I ONKIIITICTUOI 111.11.A./

4/5/0
16600
S NOW POTPOURRI. ASCENT NOSPONSOS TO THIE ISSUE OF INERAV.CONSCIOUS

DESISN
TEXAS ARCHITECT (U.S.A.). VOL. 33. PT. II tAARCNI-OPRIL 16011/. P. so-fts. se

ILLUS. PLANS.
O esurent Ty00 JOURNAL ARTICLE
o gmatuss A VARIETY OP ASCENT ARCHITECTUMAL RESPONSAS tN TEXAS TO TIC

PROSLON OP WORM CONSERVATION. THEME INCLUDes 41/ A HOUSE NEAR smomarnam
on DV ENVIRONMONT ASSOCIATES. HOUSTON THIE CARSON rammmousg. memos. sv
mem& GARRISON. AUSTIN; 40 THIE STEVENSON RISIDENCE. PLANTERSVILLS. Iv
RAVMOND D. ROO. COLLOIDS STATION; MI THU SOUZA RESIDENCE. FORT WORTH. IV
warm AND ASSOCIATES. PORT WORTH; 45/ LIBMAN IOLEOINTeav scpcm. ausr. sv
sem ARCHITECTS. HOUSTON; t6/ STATION POSTAL SERVICE rsouvv.
MANN, DV CLOVIS MSINSATH ASSOCIATES. FAVATTAVILLEI (7) SAN ANTONIO
TIOVANATIONAL AIRPORT, DV NESAYMARMON MOUSIMPSON. SAN ANTONIO/ IS/ WINO
INDIMPIATOMI OV NW CARTIER UNTERARMS, IDARKOURNETTI 40 MOTHIL HOMO. Pam=
COUNTY. SV BOOTH AND ASSOCIATOS. POW WORTHI CIO/ CHILD CARE CENTER. SAN
swam. DV O'NEILL ANO PEREZ. SAN ANTONt01 AND MI HYPOTHETICAL appmg
D u:Lows. BY mom. ROWLETT SCOTT. HOUSTON.
Oss0100 AROOTICTURS (u.s.s.)p GARRISON MICHAEL/
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4r5I4

1000011
ORNOMENTAL IROMMIKs RN ILLUSTRATED SWIM TO ITS ORSION. HISTORY. AND U4K

IN AMGRICA( MICNITICTLME
SCBAIMORTN, 2.1 SOUTNWORTN. M.
BOSTON. MASSACHUSKTTIEs DAVID R. (IODINE (PPM). 808PP. 834 ILLUS.
Dosmmost Typos SOOK
THIS STUDY OP IRONWOMC IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE COMIMES A SUGARY OP TM

HISTORY OF ARCNITSCTURAL IRONWORK ORNAMENTATION WITH A SUMMY OP The OSSION
Wit IRONWORK AND ITV MLR IN MCNITIECTUMI AND TNK UMBAN LAWDSCA011.
S UCCISMIVE CHAPTERS COVER Tie FOLLOWINS ASPECTS OP TNK CRAFT IROMIORK IN
ARCNITICTURO MR ORNOMENT. UTILITY. PRIVACY AND SECURITYS TECHNIQUES OF
IRONWORK IN CAST AND WROUSNT IRONS AN HISTORICAL SKETCH OP AMERICAN
IRONMORK IN TERMS OF STYLISTIC INPLUUNCSS. 045I0N MOTU'S. AND
UNINTWICATION OP DAMS AND MAKERS; ReSIONAL IRONWORK IN MEW ORLEANS.
OPOILESTION, SAVANNAH. SOLMSTON. MILMIELPNIA. SOSTON *ND NEW vans 80TN

'COWRY AMER:CAN ARTISTS WORKINS IN MOMS A PORTFOLIO SNOWINS IRONWORK USED
IN VARIOUS ARCHITECTURAL PIRTURESS AND ON EXAMINATION WP TM VISUAL AND
PRACTICAL CONSIDORATIONS OP IRONWORK OeStIN. A PATT8111100K SNOWING A
S ELECTION OP MOTIFS AND A OIRECTORY OP IMINWORMRS COMPLETE TM STUDY.
Dooaristorst ARCHITECTURE (ONNWWWWIL DeTRILS't MOOTECTLIRE (U.S.A.'S

MENKAOSKS DESIGN IU.S.A.)

6,5,5

0,740.7
TISK VENICK OP TEXAS. swum. I
0249ORTN. 2.
COUNTRY LIPS (U.K.). NO. 4015. VOL. II'S 487 APOIL 17761. P. 1140-2. S

ILLUS.
044vANAS TIMes SOURNAL NATI=
TISK GALVESTON CITy COMPONY AS ISTAILISNED IN tn. AND TM ISLAND WAS

DIVIDED INTO SUCKS ON A ASSULAR GRID. ALTHOUGH TNK EARLIEST SURVIVINS
MOBS'S OATS MOM iSOS. DV MOO Th4 COTTON MOOS WAS ESTABLISHED AND
GALVESTON WAS TNE LAMP? CITY IN TEXAS. MAUDLIN, TO MR CENT OP THE
STATUE'S DUSIMISS. COMMERCIAL NC ARCNITECTUROL DOOM OCCURRED AFTER THE
1101011114 OP CONFIDENCS POLLOMINS Tie CIVIL WAR. AND OURINS ?NIS PERIOD
NICHOLAS CLAYTON OSSIONSD SIM MSS BUILDINGS IN TISK CITY. TM CONSTRUCTION
O P TM DeEP WATER SNIP CIMMEI. TO HOUSTON. COMILSTIED IN III7. KILLED
G ALVESTON AS TaXAS'S MOP PORT. SUT OVER TWO LAST SO YeARS IT NMI BOSUN TO
RICOVER.

Desert I TOWN ONO COUNTRY PLANNINS (U.S.A.'S MCNITECTURC
CLAYTON IN:CHOLAS'

lossoff hole

076,014 16146101 Usse0781117
08.811 0.037 Mrs Pilella

e0.00 3 Typos in Perost 3
00.00 3 Typos
t0.811 Dialset
08.44 estimated cast this file
63.71 estimated tatai session Cost 0.051 Mrs.

Lasoffs loyal 11.9., S3643604
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PRACTICE SEARCH #3

TOPIC: Paul Venable Turner published an article on
Frank Lloyd Wright and Le Corbusier in the
Journal of the Society of Architectural
Historians. Use Avery Online to find the
date, page numbers, and title of the article.

Sandi Stettmat

0

SKARCII STItATEOT WORKSHEET

PIM, TIM PULL CrnaIco4 FOP. AA vnurrat4 BY Pb.ut vaNAsLe.

Oembeeee kh)&11

Key Coneepte

PA:melecTUIIAL i51016 N

pmIwner sv.3 Writht

Pull lienticen Own?

lalitagala
Retina:Los Type?

TIMM,

tuber elution sepeeted? I

fosse eitatiene?

Offline?

MUL
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PRACTICE SEARCH #3

ID
1) Choose Avery with

the CAL RLIN (AVE)
command.

System news is displayed.

FINd person's name (PN)
Turner and subject word
(SW) Wright.

Records are automatically
printed because less than CD
seven were found.

LOGOFF to end the search.

cs,

Ceemohd) CAL M.1N IAVS)
Welcome to RUN Murcia! Databages. WOW

*WIRT IA Getty Trust Prograol selected - the file h s a9.870 reserds

TAPAS ILISSHITIN UISMIe AGOG and UPDates to the TABLES Subsystee done last
Friday. March 81 nly, mere lost during the data eau, restore tnis uses and
mill have to be reentered. We apologise for any inconvenience. 43/87/861

ILL NEWS, Please observe that the Show Users List nem indicates
an institution to CLASS library or an RLS member. and ...nether ILO
members partielpete in the SNared Resources Pregrem. 43/87/841

WPM, LOC symbol SA lArinseten Art Li will net be sale
to fill requests until further nets's.. due to staffing difficulties (3/E4/84)

COTT lOraduate TheelogSsal Union) onticipates suspension of ILL
V due to roof renovation during tn. period f April 16th tnrOuen May

E nd. Updates mill be provsded. (3/6/84)

Currem Tape Loosest MARC MKS 8/1111/81) threuen 3/02/84

RLIN SIMI= MUNI
Pulite Service (lloarch) Sma-epe AT
Macao! D.I. Dses tInpul1 Sardpm AT
TechnScal Services limpet) 3am4opm AT

se, PIN PM MINOR AND SW WRIGHT

P IN PM TURNIP AND SW - 1 records

o imam LLOVO WRIGHT AND TM( TOMO LE consumm AN ADO(NCUM / 'Society of
Archtteetwal Historians. Journal° 1984 Dec.

Men - Frt.
Men Frt.
Min

CNVCASS-v44883 AC an=

11) PRANK LLOVO WRISINT'S OTHSX LARKIN SUILDINS. "Society f ArchlteCturat
M t ans. :burns! 1900 Dec.

LOGOPP

sedlers.
001010e lapsd time
0.9S CPU sewing*
!Ind sessin.

4
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PRACTICE SEARCH #4

TOPIC: Use Avery Online to find articles on the
De Menil Museum by Renzo Piano.

SEARCH STRATEGY WORKSHEET

back Statamarg ripio ARTIcIALS or4 TR* OE MEA111_ MUMIUM nY mamma Piculin

Ila lama Dogma MIE.17-`4 1140@it

$r
N
o
N
Y
IA
S

Key Ceeeepte

5,,,/ MORAL SW PIANO

Re Madan Deart

laigimpst

Mikado= ?me

Noble citstiene expected? 10

Irbola of citations? 4IA1

Offline
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PRACTICE SEARCH #4

cp Choose Avery with the
CAL RLIN (AVE) command.

System news is displayed.

0 FINd subject words (SW)
Menil and piDno

QD Records are automatically
printed because less than
seven were found.

CD LOGOFF to end the search.°

Command> CAL RIJN (M/()
Welcome to ORLIN Seecial Databases& UON

AWRY (A (Petty Trust Program) selected - the flte PU 1194170 records

TAMLES SUBSYSTEM USERS. ANS end Wastes to the ?ASLIB Sussystee dens last
Friday. PlaCh SR niy. .ere mot ourIn. en data bele restore Otte net* and
will have to b reentered. be seelogsme for any inconvenience. (2/27/1M)

ILL MIMI Please observe that the !hew Uger. List non indicates
an institution is CLASS literary or on ALS member, and unether ALB
members portiimmat in Wm Shared Resources Program. (3/17/114)

) MileMPS. LOC ystaid SA (Princeton Art Li NM not be
to fill requests until further notice, due to fffff ins difficulties . (2/14/1141

- CSTT tormamt Theelegissi Union) anticieates suspension of 1LL
activity due to roof renevation during the ported f derll leth through May
End. Uedetes will be Provided. 1316/114)

Current Taps Lamle. MARC SKS 11/0/SO through 3/03/So

ALIN SERVICE HOURS.
SmnAhms PT Mon - Pei.PUSAN Service (Search)

Special Data s.... (Meet) Screen PT Mon - Pri.
Technical Services (Ineut) Sam"011e PT Men Fri.

I.? FIN Sid MENIL AND SW PIANO

P IN SW RENIL AND Shl PIANO - 6 yeasyds

I) GRATUITE ET RISURUR CONSTRUCTIVESs INTACTIIN On= RIM= PIANO (INTERVIEW] e
"Techniques t orcnitecture" 191115 Oct.-Nov. (MICAS., -v1s60] AS ran.

a) SUILDINS IN A CONTEXT. .c666gre legg. (NYCAG5-v1It9771 AS COE

2) EMO PIANO. AACNITICTURIE ET TtaimeLoota. -orenit..t.r. .,..30.r..n.1- 1.82
I. CNVCAS5 -v118691 AO Ar473

0.) A ASLATIONSIOP NITS NATURE / "Ula international architect'
ENYCaS5-vt93111 AS wh372

1) 1141 MBNIL COLLECTION. RS= PIANO'S nENIL COLLECTION BUILDING& "Arts
arChtteCtUre. Oga. CNVCAGA -vett] AS Ar7Ot

10 PIANO OCIONSTRATION IN TIXAS / "Progressive architecture* ItSR Soot.
CNVCA114 -v370] AB P3711

sTLOSOPP

Gemaye. USN
00101.19 elapsed tims
0.99 CPU seconds
E nd of session.
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PRACTICE SEARCH #5

TOPIC: Use Avery Online to find articles written on
architecture in Galveston. (Hint: Don't use
the subject word "architecture," since the
entire database deals with architecture.)
Compare the citations with those you found in
Sample Search #2.

SEARCH STRATEGY WORKSHEET

5sanii Statsmt PI N 12 k KT, culla *14 s a c.r1ii aCTU OM I N 804...4 Ear&

lislaviat Dstabassa WSW( 1/40tisi.

8
Y
N
0
N
Y
N
8

Key Cam:opts

SvI tlakINVITON

T41 GMAIIISTON

Publiontions Detest

lalgulamt
itislicstkas Types?

tessbat citations aspectad?

Poem of citatianst PA U L

Offline?
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PRACTICE SEARCH 15

a) Choose Avery with the
CAL RLIN (AVE) command.

System news is displayed.

FINd Galveston as a
subject word (SW) or a
title word (TW).

qp Use the MUL command to
display the first seven
records.

z
Command> cal rlin love)

Welcome to ALIN Seecial Dataeases, LON

AVERY IA Dotty Trust Pregraml selected - the file has 89.727 records

ILL NSW& The ILL statistics for March r new available. 14/8/861

--- Please observe that the Show Users List nem indicates mhother on
institution is CLASS library or an ALS member. and whether OW member.
participat in the Shared Reepurces Program. (2/07/661

113P11. LOC symbol SA 1Princeten Art Libraryl mill not be able to fill
roommate until further notice. Owl to staffing difficultiee (3/116/84)

--- COTT <graduat Theelegical Unien1 anticipates suspension of U.
y due to reef renovation during the wipe of April 14th through nay

line. Updates mill be prevtded. (S/6/641

Current Tide Leedss MARC SKS atrueo
name son tiowso
ALM SKS

(5) sof fin sm galvesten or Me gaivesten

threugn
threugh
111rOUVI

FIN SA SALVESTON OR TO SALVIESTON - 13 record.

(i)
eul

LOGOFF to end the search.
Results IS redords

3/17/1111

8/86/N,
6/81/1115

11 MITCHELL MINOS SACK SALVSSTON'S FESTIVAL ARCHES. 'Tema. architect" 148e
Jan.-Feb. OfeCASO -v11103 AO 1299

81

SI

4)

S EALY AMU's THE RESTORED VICTORIAN STRIKET OF oftviormes EAST END
HISTORICAL DISTRICT / *Himmut I. garden* 1965 June. CHITA'S -v68741 AB mel

SWEATING ma KURA TO Ile coosiaL mown / "Tomas ariAlteet" 141115 Plar.-A0r.
COMM -W33372 AS 789.1

S ALVESTONs VICTORIAN CAPITAL OF TNE SOUTHMEST / wictorion homp6" 1965
Sering. CHVCAS5 -v505113 AO V66

51 IIRACIPIA. LIVIA@ ON THE GULF, Wicter.an 66meS 1905 Spring.
CN9CA65-V50572 AS y44

e l MOAN mom tosuas / nbromi lesion international. 19111 3uly-Aug.
ENYCA65 -W4110 AB ur17

71 SALVIIIITONgei
3uW41011.

1.0.? logeff

ISLAND or ISLANDS / .Uban design international. 1961
CAMCA65-v64162 All Ur17

S esdbyee UCH
0010E538 lapsed time
1.17 CPU seconds
End of moselem.
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WELCOME TO
ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH ONLINE

You have received this packet because you expressed an interest in the
Architecture Research Online pilot project. Participants in the pilot project will
be able to use a microcomputer located in the Architecture and Art Library to
do their own online searching of indexes to the journal literature.

Please complete and return the attached form by May 9th indicating whether or
not you will be participating in the project. Please return the packet with the
form if you will not be participating.

This packet is designed to be a self-paced introduction to online searching.
Follow-up seminars will be scheduled later in May. At these seminars, the
Architecture and Art Librarian will answer your questions and offer tips on more
effective searching.

This packet includes:

** Welcome to Architecture Research Online

** Architecture and Art Research Online Procedures

*a Architecture Research Online: A Guide for Faculty

** Search Strategy Worksheets

ICA Evaluation Questionnaire

*a Dialog Command Summary

** Avery Online Command Summary

*a Interlibrary Loan Guide

** Staffed Faculty Photocopy Service Guide

We suggest the following steps as the most efficient way to use this packet.

1. Complete and return the attached form indicating that you will be
participating in the project.

2. Review the Architecture and Art Research Online Procedures.

3. Read the self-paced workbook entitled Architecture Research Online:
A Guide for Faculty and work through the sample search in Chapter 5.

4. Try the practice searches in Chapter 7.
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ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH ONLINE

Please fill out this form and return it to Margaret Culbertson,
Lib - L. (The form is pre-addressed; just fold it and put it in
intercampus mail.) Thank you.

YES. I will be participating in the
Architecture Research Online pilot project.

NO. I will not be participating in the
Architecture Research Online pilot project. I

am returning the packet with this form.

If not, we would be interested in knowing why
not:

NAME:

DEPT:

PHONE:

Please return this form by May 9th.

Thank you.
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PROCEDURES

ARCHITECTURE AND ART RESEARCH ONLINE

1. HOURS 0 OPERATION

The computer in the Architecture and Art Library is generally
available for online searching from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on
Monday through Thursday, and 8:30 to 4:30 on Friday. Project
participants may reserve the computer by signing up on the
calendar at the Checkout Desk. Also, you may call x7551 to
reserve the computer.

2. imQ.4 ENE

All searches must be iecorded in the log book located near the
computer. A completed sample log sheet is attached. The time and
cost information is netAsury for our accounting records. Your
answers in the evaluation section will be used in the evaluation of
the pilot project.

3. OFFLINE PRINTS

If you order offline prints from Dialog, they will be received by
the Library and sent to you through interoffice mail. Be sure to
record the print transaction number on the log sheet.

? Pr 16/7

FTSTI PRINT 16/7 (1t2iis i-13) est. cost cat $1.82
1osioft

4. PRACTICE SUBSIDY

Each project participant is allowed a practice subsidy of 8162.50.
This will give each person approximately 2 1/2 hours of practice
time. Each person is responsible for not exceeding the 8162.50 of
subsidized searching. The free practice time must be used before
July 1, 1986.

5. PAYMENT Egli SEARCHES

After using the 8162.50 practice subsidy or after July 1, whichever
comes first, searchers will be responsible for paying for all search
costs incurred. Payment may be made by check or IDT. Cash will
not be accepted. Deposit accounts may be set up for individuals or
groups. All search costs and payment information must be recorded
in the log book. Payment should be given to Margaret Culbertson
or Lynn Sterba.
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6. DOCUMENTATION

The thesauri and other documentation necessary for online
searching are kept in the Architecture and Art Library. They can
be used only in the Library.

T. ASSISTANCE

Please check with Margaret Culbertson or Lynn Sterba if you need
assistance in planning or executing your search.
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HOW TO COMPLETE THE LOG SHEET

DIALOG LOGOFF MESSAGE

7 logoff hold

07apr86115:45:22jUser092187
$2.22 0.037 Hrs Fi1e56

$0.00 5 Types in Format =0
$0.00 5 Types
$0.22 Dialnet
$2.44 Estimated cost this file

Estimated total session cost
Logoff: level 8.9.9 D 15:45:06

AVERY ONLINE LOGOFF MESSAGE

:+7 logoff

Goodb e UOH
elapsed time:

1.17 CPU seconds
End of session.

ACCOUNTING PORTION OF LOG SHEET

0.059 Hrs.

204 disk I/O's
34 terminal I/O's

ARCHITECTURE & ART ONLINE LOGSHEET

DATE //i2-%/26 NAME Zretnet Tones
DEPT fire.hi l'eC hire.

Please check the Online Service(s) used and record the
time and cost information from the logoff messages.

PHONE X g 42 6

DIALOG V AVERY V
LOGOFF TIME LT:4457:C)3 ELAPSED T I ME a 3a..
TOTAL SESSION COSTS 3s3'$ CHARGE RATE = .92 per min.

DATABASES SEARCHED: COST = TIME x RATE
3 4insrka isporti e. c2.46 3 x .92

Se 4r+ Biblielraphies tilocierrt (Round time up to the next
OFFLINE PRINT TRANSACTION

minute
cost)

for calculation of

NUMBER

METHOD OF PAYMENT (give payment to Lynn Sterba or Jackie Griffin)/ Deposit Acct: Name account is under? Telnes
IDT: IDT number?

CHECK: Make your check payable to the University of Houston

Training Subsidy: Not to exceed $162.50 per person

ALSO FILL OUT THE EVALUATION PORTION OF THE LOG Slait.



STAFFED FACULTY PHOTOCOPY SERVICE

The Staffed Faculty Photocopy Service is a copying service offered by the Interlibrary Loan
(ILL) and Copy Center units of the M. D. Anderson Library, University of Houston-University Park
Libraries. It enables the faculty of the University of Houston System Campuses to obtain
photocopies of articles in journals, brief articles in reference works, chapters from books, or
sections from microform§ that are owned by the University of Houston-University Park Libraries.

WHO /S ELIGIBLE?

All faculty (including visiting faculty, lecturers, etc.) currently employed by the
University of Houston System Campuses (Uhiversity Park, Downtown, Clear Lake, or Victoria) are
eligible for the Staffed Photocopy Service.

HOW DO I USE THIS SERVICE?

You may use any one of three procedures for requesting photocopies from the University of
Houston-University Park Library:

1) Send or bring to the Interlibrary Loan office, 1st floor Wist/Red Wing, a Photocopy
Request Form containing a bibliographic description of the item to be copied.

2) Deliver the item to be copied to the Copy Center, basement West/Red Wing or, in the case
of microforms, to the Media Center, 1st floor East/Blue Wing.

3) Telephone the Interlibrary Loan office between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. at 749-4247 and
provide a bibliographic description of the item to be copied. (Limit four per/call)

WHERE DO I OBTAIN A PHOTOCOPY REQUEST FORM?

Photocopy Request Forms may be obtained from either the Interlibrary loan office or the Copy
Center. You may also call 749-4247 and ask the ILL office to mail the forms to your office.

WHAT INFORMATION DO I NEED TO COMPLETE A PHOTOCOPY REQUEST FORM?

You will need a bibliographic description of the item to be copied. The following items
comprise a bibliographic description:

-Author of book/chapter/article
-Complete book/journal title
-Title of article/chapter
-Volume and issue number
-Date of publication
-Pages to be copied

Along with the bibliographic description you mill need to provide your name, department, campus
mailing address, telephone number, and method of payment plus budget number for all
Interdepartmental Transfer (IDT) payments.

HOW MUCH DOES THIS SERVICE COST?

The photocopy charges will be the normal rates currently offered by the Library's Copy
Center; S.10 per page. There is an additional $.50 charge for each item requested by telephone.

HOW DO I PAY FOR THIS SERVICE?

There are two ways in which your payment may be made:

1) Cash or check

2) Interdepartmental Transfer of funds (IDT)
a. Deposit account for department or grant
b. Single (IDT) for individual transaction

All telephone and mailed requests must be paid by IDT, and the IDT must be established before
copies are requested.

ARE THERE ANY RESTRICTIONS?

The only major restriction that suet be followed is the Library's obligation to comply with
the Federal Copyright Law (Title 17, U. S. Code). Copying will thus be limited to one article per
journal volume or one chapter per book. Thus the Library reserves the right to refuse to accept a
copying order if, in its judgement, fulfillment of the order would involve violation of the
copyright law.

The library also reserves the right to cancel those requests that fall to supply the
information needed to process the request, e.g., no budget number for IDT's, no journal title,
etc.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT THE INTERLIBRARY LOAN OFFICE AT 749-4247.
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INTERLIBRARY LOAN

Do you need a book or journal article that the Library does not own? If you do, -the Library's Interlibrary Loan service can probably get it for you.
Interlibrary Loan borrows materials from other libraries for our students,
faculty, and staff to use.

WHAT MAY BE BORROWED?

Anything not owned by the UH Library may be borrowed if it is owned by another
library that will agree to lend it. However, it is often impossible to borrow
rare books, dissertations from another university, and basic reference books.
Many libraries also will not lend books that are currently "in print" and
available for purchase from the publisher.

WHO MAY USE THE SERVICE?

Any current faculty or staff member or student currently enrolled at the
University Park Campus may use Interlibrary Loan. Students, faculty, and staff
from other UH campuses or other universities should contact the Interlibrary Loan
office at their campuses. The Houston Public Library provides this service for
the non-university public.

WHAT MUST I ZOW TO REQUEST SOMETHING?

You must have the basic bibliographic information about the book or journal
article you want. For books this means the author and title; it is often helpful
also to know the publisher's name, city of publication, and date. To request a
journal article you must know the journal name, volume number, page numbers, and
date, as well as the title of the article and the author's name.

If you do not supply the above information when requesting materials, your
vequest will be delayed while the staff searches for that information, or we may
find that it is impossible to supply the desired item. Journal titles that are
given to us only as abbreviations will also result in delays or unfilled
requests. Complete information is essential for efficient service. If you have
questions about the information that should be included on your request, the
staff at the Reference/Information Desk on the 1st Floor West (Red Wing) will
assist you.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE?

Borrowing an item from another library can take anywhere from a week to several
months, depending upon which library lends it to us. You should anticipate a
delay of a few weeks and plan ahead for this when beginning your research.
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If you need a book that is owned by a local university library, you can save time b'y
picking up the book yourself. This can be done if the book is at Rice University,
Texas Southern University, Houston Baptist University, the University of St. Thomas,
or the Houston Academy of Medicine-Texas Medical Center (Jesse Jones) Library. When
placing your request (see below), mention that you wish to pick up the item yourself
and you will be given a special form that allows you to do this.

HOW LONG MAY I KEEP MATERIALS?

The lending period for books varies because it is set by the library from which we
borrow each item. Photocopies of journal articles are supplied rather than the
actual journal, and the copies are yours to keep.

WHAT DOES IT COST?

Nothing, normally. A charge will be made, however, if you require a photocopy of an
excessively long journal article.

WHERE DO I REQUEST MATERIALS?

Request materials at the Interlibrary Loan Office, 1st Floor West (Red Wing). The
office is open 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. During evenings and weekends
you may place requests at the 1st Floor Reference/Information Desk during its hours
of operation. Requests may also be placed.at branch libraries on campus.

HOW WILL I KNOW WHEN THE MATERIALS ARE AVAILABLE?

Interlibrary Loan staff will telphone you %en the material you request is ready to
be picked up. You must pick up the mater.. is at the Interlibrary Loan office.
(Exception: If you are to receive photocopies and have a campus mailing address, the
photocopies will be sent to you without notification.) Books that are borrowed must
be returned to the Interlibrary Loan office when they are due.

IS THERE ANY OTHER WAY TO BORROW FROM NEARBY LIBRARIES?

If you are a faculty member or a graduate student working on your dissertation (ABD),
you qualify for a borrower's card from the Houston Area Research Libraries Consortium
(HARLiC). A HARLiC Card entitles you to borrow from Houston Public Library and the
libraries of Rice University, Texas Southern University, Houston Academy of
Medicine-Texas Medical Center (Jesse Jones Library), Texas A & M University, and the
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston.

When you use your HARLiC Card, you deal directly with the library from wbich you are
borrowing rather than going through the Interlibrary Loan service. Thus you are
responsible for returning the materials to the lending library yourself. You may
apply for a HARLiC Card at the Circulation Desk, 1st Floor West (Red Wing) of the
Library.

HOW CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION?

Visit the Interlibrary Loan office, or call 749-4246.
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SEARCH STRATEGY WORKSHEET

at Databases

Key Concepts

tions Dates?

rxs?

tions Types?
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NUmber citations expected?

Format of citations?

Online or Offline?
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DIALOG COMMAND SUMMARY

BASIC COMMANDS

Conmand Example Function
-.

BEGIN begin 10
b 49

BEGIN connects you to the database in
which you want to search. Enter the file
number after the command. BEGIN may be
used at any time to change databases;
however, it also erase all your previous
sets.

-

SELECT select france
s computer

ss wine? or drink
ss s4 not champ?

SELECT retrieves records containing
search term or terms you indicate and
stores them in sets. Each set is assigned
an S#. A set may be used in later SELECTS
by indicating its S#. The abbreviation SS
rather than S will produce a separate set
for each search term SELECTed.

TYPE type 7/6/2-3
t 8/5/1,3,7

TYPE requests that your results be
displayed immediately. it is followed by
a set number, a format number, and the
group.of records you wish to view.

PRINT print 7/5/1-31
pr 12/7/1-64

L

,

PRINT requests that results be printed
offline and mailed to you. Specify
set/format/records desired.

LOGOFF HOLD

,

logoff hold LOGOFF HOLD will disconnect you from
DIALOG, but will have the system hold
your most recent search for a minimum of
ten minutes, so you can RECONNECT to the
search by logging on again. It produces
an estimate of the cost of your search
session since logging on.

.

LOGICAL CONNECTORS

OR - puts the retrieval of all the
search items into one set,
eliminating duplicate records.

AND - retrieve* the intersection, or
overlap. of the earch terms:
all terms must be in each
record retrieved.
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POSITIONAL CONNECTORS

Connector Example Function

(W)

(nW)
plant(W)production
production(1W)plant?

Terms must be adjacent to each other and
in the order specified. A number in front
of the W indicates maximum number of
possible intervening words.

(N)
(nN)

ronald(N)reagan Terms must be adjacent to each other and
in either order. A number in front of the
N indicates the maximum number of
possible intervening words.

(F) economic(F)recovery Terms must be in the same field of the
same record, in any order.

SUPPLEMENTARY COMMANDS

Command Example
. Ftnction

EXPAND expand iron
e au=bronte

EXPAND displays the word list, or index,
of the database. the entries in the list
which displays may be SELECTed by their E
numbers

PAGE page
p

PAGE requests the following page or
screen of an EXPAND

LIMIT limit5/maj
Weng

LIMIT restricts a set by some criteria
defined by the database, most frequently
English language, or time period. Its use
varies in each database.

PRINT- print- p078
Pr- v146

PRINT- cancels the print command whose
PRINT transaction number you enter. PRINT
transaction numbers are assigned by the
computer at the time that the PRINT
request is made.

COST cost COST produces a display of the estimated
cost of your search session since logging
on.

D SETS display sets
ds

DISPLAY SETS lists all the sets formed
since the last BEGIN command.
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AVERY ONLINE COMMAND SUMMARY

LOGGING ON

SYSTEM SEARCHER

enter class 05 The computer is programmed to give this response,
but, if the timing is off vou may have to re-enter
the "05".

Account?

Password?

Command>

176.C60

*******

cal rlin (aye)

Type in your password.

COMMANDS

Commands Example Function

FINd
.

FIN SW LEDOUX
FIN TW WOOD# OR TW FRAME

the FINd command retrieves the re-
cords containing the search terms
in the indexes indicated.

FIN TW WOOD# OR SW WOOD#
AND SW CHURCH#

FINd commands can be modified by
continuing the search statement at
the next system prompt.

MUL MUL Displays the first seven records in
a brief bibliographic format. If

less than seven records are re-
trieved in response to a FINd com-
mand, they will be automatically
displayed in the MUL format.

LON LON
LON 4

Displays a record in a long, card-
like format. If no record number
is specified, the first record is
displayed.

+ + Displays the next group of records
in the MUL format or the next re-
-cord in the LON format.

LOGOFF LOGOFF Disconnects you from Avery Online.



SEARCHABLE INDEXES

Index Name Description

PN personal name
PE personal name exact
CP corporate name phrase
CW corporate name word
TP title phrase
TW title word
JP journal title phrase
SP subject phrase
SW subject word

LOGICAL CONNECTORS

OR - puts the retrieval of all the
search items into one set,
eliminating duplicate records.

AND - retrieves the intersection, or
overlap, of the search terms:
all terms must be in each
record retrieved.

NOT - eliminates one search term (or
group of search terms) from
other search term(s).



VALUATION

Weil Imo *woo omm4llote4 the Architecture iteaesrch ()cline training manual p1opaao
emovet the fellowiftg eweetions trv cIrcItng the approitriate number on the locale.
%tore the questionnaire to the Librery through intercamous mail by folding.
(lleters aldose. to Printed on hack of P. 2.)

1. Did the trainiag mamma clearly prooent the editorial,

Very :teat
2

near
4

2, mete 04 imotewteti004 in the oelt-oeced manual clear?

Vert Citl4r

1 2

Clear
1 4

1. *re yes goetorteble with thie eethod of instruction?

Very Comiettable
1

Not Clear

Mot CleAr

Comfortable Uncomfortable
2 1 4 5

4. Um, thie method of !may've:clan conpatible with MoUr learnina atyle?

Verv Competible Compatible tncompatible
2 1 4

S. yee feel comfortable doing your own online rem/arch!

Very Comfortable Comfortable
1 2 4 5

Uncomfortable

4. 00 ris have ea improved underettneng of microcomputers and their
spolications/

leeroved Slight!. Improved Mot improved
1 4

7. Now eoefidest do you feel in deteroining when to search online instead of
eearcnima the Primed indexes'

Very Comfideat Confident Not Confident
2 1 4

4. Os yore feel these training materials have improved foUr ability to
articmlate your reelearch seeds to a librarian?

Greatly %proved tmproved Not Improved
1 2 3 4

11. TS what **tent 414 these traisiag materials broaden your awareness of
vailable services sod reeoerces within the library?

Greatly Latreased Increased Not increased

4 5



In. Are you interested in advanced training in search strategy development?

Very interested
1

Interested Uninterested
2 3 4 5

11. Are you interested in advanced training in specific databases?

Very Interested
1

Interested Uninterested
2 3 4 5

12. Are you interested in advanced training in system commands?

Very Interested
1

Interested Uninterested
2 3 4 5

13. Are you interested in advanced training in microcomputer applications?

Very Interested
1

Interested Uninterested
2 3 4 5

14. How long did it take you to complete the training materials?

Comments:

1-2 Hours 2-3 Hours 3-4 Hours 4-5 Hours 5 Hrs. or more
2 3 4 5


